Venue
BBRI offices in Brussels (WTCB-CSTC)
Boulevard Poincaré 79 Poincarélaan – 1000 Brussels

Google map: http://goo.gl/maps/gY7Bi

If you have practical questions concerning the meeting, location or accommodation, please contact Stéphane Degauquier (BBRI-INIVE):
sd@bbri.be; T: +32.2.655.77.70 (direct) or +32.476.470.437 (mobile) – Fax: +32.2.653.07.29
How to reach Brussels?
By plane: Brussels National Airport is at 14 km from the city centre - www.brusselsairport.be.
By train: There are direct high speed trains from Paris Charles De Gaulle (about 1h30), Schiphol (2h30), Frankfurt (3h30), London (2h45).

How to get to our offices?
If you come by plane or by train, the easiest way to get to the hotel is to go take a train to Brussels South station (Brussel Zuid – Bruxelles Midi).

By plane: trains run to the South Station every 15 or 20 minutes train from Brussels National Airport to Brussels South Station. Journey time: approx. 30 minutes. Fare: approx. 7.50 €. You can also take a taxi from the airport, but according to your arrival time, it can take longer than by train, due to traffic jam.

By train: the high speed trains stop at Brussels South station. 5 minutes by foot from the Brussels South Station. From the main hall, follow the direction ‘Tour du Midi – Zuidertoren’ and walk along the railways till the Boulevard Poincaré. Our offices are located on your left side.

By metro (map enclosed): Line 3 – Stop at Lemonnier. 2 minutes by foot to our offices. Our offices are just in front of you.

Hotel accommodation

Hotel Pullman Brussels Centre Midi (****) (no rates and no preferred prices available)
Place Victor Horta 1, 1060 Brussels, Belgium
Phone : +32.2.529.98.00 - Website : Pullman Brussels Centre Midi

Hotel Mercure Brussels Centre Midi (****) (no rates and no preferred prices available)
Boulevard Jamar 25-29, 1060 Brussels, Belgium
Phone : +32.2.528.18.90 - Website : Mercure Brussels Centre Midi

Hotel Cascade Midi (****) (no rates and no preferred prices available)
Website : Cascade Midi
avenue Fonsny 5-6-7, 1060 Brussels, Belgium - Phone: +32.2.533.10.99

Hotel Floris Ustel Midi (*** – 100 m from our offices (no rates and no preferred prices available)
Square de l'Aviation 6-8, 1070 Brussels, Belgium
Phone : +32.2.548.98.38 - E-mail : reservations@florishotels.com

Hotel Floris Avenue (**** – 300 m from our offices (no rates and no preferred prices available)
Avenue de Stalingrad 25-31, 1000 Brussels, Belgium
Phone : +32.2.548.98.38 - E-mail : reservations@florishotels.com

See also the following websites for other hotels in the city centre:
http://www.hotelscombined.com and/or http://www.tripadvisor.com